
Change of A Level Curriculum Policy
Request For Change to A Level Subjects

Overview: We work with students from the point of application and through the induction process to ensure that students
receive accurate and detailed information on A Level subjects so that they can make an informed decision about their course
options. We aim to ensure that all students begin on a curriculum route with a combination of subjects that will enable them to
achieve success in their A Level subjects and allow future progression that match the student’s aspirations and values,
including the most competitive courses and apprenticeships. As such, we hope that students will begin on the curriculum
combination that they will complete with a high level of success.

We acknowledge, though, that a student’s interests, knowledge and ambitions may change as they progress through their
studies. This policy outlines the process for requesting a change to A Level subjects. The policy retains flexibility to ensure that
all decisions are made within the specific context of the individual student requesting the change, noting that the decision is a
multifaceted one, dependent on the student’s individual context and readiness for the demands of change. The policy asks
students, parents and teachers to consider motivation and aptitude for change by asking a core question: how do you know
that this is the right decision for you and what have you done to prove it (to yourself)?

Our Core Curriculum Offer: Our compulsory core curriculum is three A Level subjects, an Extended
Project Qualification (completed in Year 12), Social Wellbeing (non-examined), a timetabled elective
(non-examined) and a ‘World of Work’ programme (five days, non-examined). In exceptional
circumstances, we may flex this core curriculum offer in the light of considerable and sustained
extenuating circumstances or learning needs, alongside an Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP).

Four A Levels: Some students may take a fourth A Level subject. This is most often to take Further
Mathematics, most successfully when sat in combination with Physics, Mathematics and a third related
subject, such as Computer Science, Chemistry or Economics. The fourth A Level is an addition to the
core curriculum and cannot replace an element of it. It should be considered in the same way as a
hobby or enrichment activity: an activity the student chooses to do because it holds intrinsic value and
enjoyment for them. With the exception of Further Mathematics, no university requires four A Levels; it is
usually better for students to achieve excellence in three subjects than to achieve a broad spread in four.

Context For Changes: Students may wish to change their A Level subjects at various stages during
their Sixth Form career and for various reasons, including perceptions of progress (‘too hard’), a
mismatch of interests (‘not what I thought it would be’) or changing career aspirations (‘I need it to
become a ….’). Changing subjects is hard to do successfully but it is possible. The later the change, the
harder the challenge becomes. Late changes place considerable demands on time and the shift in focus
of energy risks detracting focus and, as such, risks progress in the other two continued subjects.
Students should also understand that changes to their A Level subject combination may also require a
change of other classes and subject teachers. Students must still meet the essential entry requirements
for the subject to which they wish to change: a late switch is not a way to bypass these.

Students must acknowledge the number of teaching hours and independent study hours they have
missed (five hours per week of teaching time, with an additional three to five hours of independent
study) and they should consider how they will catch up this work in a specific, measurable, realistic way.
It is important to note that we cannot provide catch-up teaching; we will make resources available
through our usual teaching methods (such as knowledge organisers, Google Classroom, photocopies of
lesson handouts or access to a text book) but we cannot offer further tuition or staff support. Students
also need to ensure that they have considered the impact of the change in the combination of their
subjects, checking this against potential future routes beyond Cherwell to ensure that any new
combination enables them to access these routes.

The decision to change A Level subjects may be initiated by a student with family support, their subject
teacher or the Sixth Form team, but it should always be taken holistically and it should involve the input
and approval of the whole ‘team around the student’. Through the process, students should ask
themselves - and be ready to answer - a core question: how do I know that this is the right decision
for me and what have I done to prove it (to myself)?



Process For Changes: Before requesting dispensation, students should consider their reasons for
wanting to change subjects and they should only request a change if their rationale is grounded in the
best academic reasons (rather than, for example, ‘fit’ with a particular teacher, the choices of friends or
an immediate response to a single assessment). They should discuss their thoughts with their subject
teachers, their form tutor and their family to help them assess their motivation and ensure that the
decision is a sound one, ultimately in their best interests.

This policy outlines the different stages and approaches in considering requests for curriculum changes
depending on the stage and nature of the request:

- Changes to one or more A Level subjects
- Dropping a fourth A Level subject
- Dropping from Further Mathematics to single Mathematics (from four to three A Levels)
- Dropping from Mathematics to AS Mathematics
- Extenuating circumstance changes to the core curriculum (from three to two A Levels)

In all cases, changes to curriculum will be made holistically, involving input from:
- The student
- The student’s parents or carers
- The student’s subject teachers in the subject they wish to drop
- The Head of Faculty in the subject they wish to begin
- The student’s pastoral team (form tutor and/or Head of Year and Deputy Head of Year)
- The Higher Education Coordinator (where appropriate)

All decisions about curriculum changes will then be given final authorisation by the Head of Sixth Form.

Criteria for assessing requests: In assessing requests for curriculum changes we will consider:

● The proposed combination of subjects and whether this ‘fits’ a student’s interests and aptitude.
● A student’s motivation and sustained commitment (personal statement and discussion).
● A student’s attendance, punctuality and behaviour data (C3s).
● A student’s Attitude To Learning (ATL) in Progress Reviews (PR) and teacher feedback.
● Observation of a student’s independent study habits in their study periods.
● A student’s individual learning needs, including special education needs or disabilities (SEND).

If a student provides clear reasons for their proposed change and meets the requirements, requests will
be granted if class sizes and combinations allow for it.

Request to change one or more A Level subjects: Before making a request for a change to their
curriculum subjects, students should:

● Check they meet the entry requirements for the subject they wish to take (see the prospectus).
● Check that the combination of subjects is possible within the options grid (see the prospectus).
● Complete the induction hub lessons for the subject that they wish to take.
● Speak to their subject teachers in the subject that they wish to drop.
● Speak with their form tutor to consider whether the change and catch-up work is feasible.
● Speak to the Sixth Form Administrator to see whether it is possible to observe a lesson in the

subject that they wish to take during an independent study period.
● Consider future progression routes, taking advice from the pastoral and specialist team.

If they still wish to pursue a change in curriculum, students should complete a ‘Request For Curriculum
Change: Change In A Level Subjects ’ form (see appendix) and send it to Mrs Surrage, Sixth Form
Administrator (either electronically - tsurrage@cherwellschool.org - or hand-written).

https://sixthform.cherwellschool.org/126/prospectus
https://sixthform.cherwellschool.org/126/prospectus
https://tinyurl.com/inductionhub2022
mailto:tsurrage@cherwellschool.org


Dropping a fourth A Level subject: Before making a request to drop a fourth A Level, students should:

● Speak to their subject teachers in the subject that they wish to drop.
● Consider future progression routes, taking advice from the pastoral and specialist team.

If they still wish to pursue a change in curriculum, students should complete a ‘Request For Curriculum
Change: Dropped A Level ’ form (see appendix) and send it to Mrs Surrage, Sixth Form Administrator
(either electronically - tsurrage@cherwellschool.org - or hand-written). Permission will be granted
automatically if a student has carefully considered the implications of the new combination of subjects.

Dropping from Further Mathematics to single Mathematics (from four to three A Levels): Before
making a request to drop from Further Mathematics to single Mathematics, students should:

● Speak to their Mathematics teachers to consider progress in the fast-track course.
● Consider future progression routes, taking advice from the pastoral and specialist team.

If they still wish to pursue a change in curriculum, students should complete a ‘Request For Curriculum
Change: Dropped A Level ’ form (see appendix) and send it to Mrs Surrage, Sixth Form Administrator
(either electronically - tsurrage@cherwellschool.org - or hand-written). Permission will be granted in
consultation with their Mathematics teachers.

Dropping from Mathematics to AS Mathematics: Some students may take an addition of AS
Mathematics alongside their core three A Levels. This option, studied throughout both Year 12 and 13 at
a reduced pace, is designed for students who wish to take Physics A Level but who do not have the
secure GCSE basis for the full A Level course. Students wishing to drop Mathematics A Level but who
study Physics must ensure they still have three full A Level subjects. This means that AS Mathematics is
a considerable additional workload and students must be mindful of the sustained effort needed to
balance these demands. Before making a request to switch to AS Mathematics, students should:

● Speak to their Mathematics teachers to consider their progress.
● Consider future progression routes, taking advice from the pastoral and specialist team.

If they still wish to pursue a change in curriculum, students should complete a ‘Request For Curriculum
Change: Dropped A Level ’ form (see appendix) and send it to Mrs Surrage, Sixth Form Administrator
(either electronically - tsurrage@cherwellschool.org - or hand-written).

Extenuating circumstance changes to the core curriculum (from three to two A Levels): In
exceptional circumstances, we may consider changes to the core curriculum, allowing students to focus
on two A Levels. This route would only be considered after other options have been fully explored,
including mentoring, study support and support with core content. It will usually be a response to
unexpected extenuating circumstances, such as sustained periods of ill health or severe disruption to a
student’s learning environment and routines. For students with significant learning needs or disabilities,
we will consider their core curriculum alongside an Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP). As its
impact on potential future progression routes beyond Cherwell is significant, it will always be made as
the result of extensive consultation and the consent of the whole ‘team around the student’. Changes to
the core curriculum will be initiated by teachers or the Sixth Form team, rather than student request.

Contact:
For questions about Cherwell’s curriculum change policy, contact Charlotte Richer, Head of Sixth Form:
cricher@cherwellschool.org

For questions about requesting a curriculum change, contact Tina Surrage, Sixth Form Administrator:
tsurrage@cherwellschool.org

For advice on a student’s curriculum choices, contact their subject teacher(s), their form tutor or the
pastoral Sixth Form team (such as their Year Leader or the Higher Education Coordinator).

mailto:tsurrage@cherwellschool.org
mailto:tsurrage@cherwellschool.org
mailto:tsurrage@cherwellschool.org
mailto:cricher@cherwellschool.org
mailto:tsurrage@cherwellschool.org


Request For Curriculum Change: Change in A Level Subjects

Name Tutor Group

Proposed New Subject:

Proposed Changed (Dropped) Subject:

Personal Statement
(suggested length:
200 words)

Catch-Up Plan
(suggested length:
three specific,
realistic and
time-bound actions)

I will …… by .….. .
To do this, I need to...

Number of missed teaching hours (5 per week): …..
Number of missed independent study hours (3-5 per week):…..

●

●

●

Checklist: I confirm that:

I meet the essential entry requirements in the subject I wish to take

The subject I wish to take is possible within the options grid and combination

I have completed the induction hub lessons to the best of my ability (work attached)

I have spoken to my teachers in the subject I wish to drop and considered their advice

I have spoken to my family and support network and considered their advice.

I have considered my future progression routes and the implications of my change.

Student Declaration:
● I understand that I am responsible for my missed learning and that I will not receive additional teaching.
● I understand that there is a risk in changing subjects and that I will need sustained effort and focus.

Signed: Date:

Parent Or Carer Declaration:
● I understand that my child is responsible for catching up their learning without additional staff input.
● I have reviewed their plan to catch up with their learning and I am confident that it is manageable.

Signed: Date:



Request For Curriculum Change: AN EXAMPLE

Name Jo� �l���s Tutor Group 12ABc

Proposed New Subject: Pro���t D��i�n

Proposed Changed (Dropped) Subject: Bus����s S�u���s

Personal Statement
(suggested length:
200 words)

I en����d Bu����s� S�ud��� a� G��E bu� �  �ow ����is� ���t P�o��c� D��ig� ���l� �at�� m� i�t����t� i� d����n a��
in����ti�� ��re ���s���. I wa�� t� ��� m� o�n ����ne�� �n ��� fu���� bu� I ��k� ��e �d�a �� ��ar���g ��o�� t�� �ay �
p�o��c� ��n �e ��k�� �ro� ��n���t �o ��n��a�t��� a�d ���d���i�n, ra���r ���n ��e�r�e� �� b��i��s� ��na����n�.
Pro���t D��i�n ����d fi� �it� �y o���r A L��e�s �� M��h� a�d P��si��, es����al�� �f I ���t �o �h��� �bo��
En�i���ri�� �n ��� fu����. I am ����re���d �� �hi���n� ��o�t ���en��fi� m��e���l� a�d ��� t���e �ff�c� �ro���t
de���n, es����al�� f����e �n���at����. I pa���c��a�l� ��k� ��e p����na� �r����t e����n� o� t�� ��ur�� �� a w�� �� le���
ab��� �he ����-c��le �� � �ro���t, es����al�� t�e ��s��i��b��i�y ����da ��� h�� �o d����as� ���ir����n�a� �m���t� i�
p�o��c� ��si��. I ha�� �h� �o��v��i�� �n� �us����ed ����s �o �� w��� in � ��u�s����k �o�t���o�� �s�e�s���t, as ���l
as ����s.

Catch-Up Plan
(suggested length:
three specific,
realistic and
time-bound actions)

I will …… by
………….….. .
To do this, I need to
.……..

Number of missed teaching hours (5 per week):20 ho���
Number of missed independent study hours (3-5 per week):12-20 ho���

● I wi�� fin� �is��� r��o��c�� �y u���g G�o��� Cl���ro�� ��d a���n���g �o ��r��� an����r ��ud���’s
ex����se ���� fo� ��s��� no���.

● I wi�� f����i�r��e �y���f ���h �i�s�� ��r� �y ��en���g ��u� h���� on S����da� �� ‘ki�� s���t’ m� �at��-up
wo��. The� ��t���g a���� on� ��u� � d�� i� �d���i�n �� �ew ����wo��.

● To d� ���s, I ne�� �� wo�� �n ��� Six�� ��r� ���t�e ���� s��o�l (3.15p�-4.15p� e��h ���), ma�� ��e
of G����e Cl���r�o� ��d ���an��� �y fi�e� �n� ��r�i�g ���c�.

Checklist: I confirm that:

✔ I meet the essential entry requirements in the subject I wish to take

✔ The subject I wish to take is possible within the options grid and combination

✔ I have completed the induction hub lessons to the best of my ability (work attached)

✔ I have spoken to my teachers in the subject I wish to drop and considered their advice

✔ I have spoken to my family and support network and considered their advice.

✔ I have considered my future progression routes and the implications of my change.

Student Declaration:
● I understand that I am responsible for my missed learning and that I will not receive additional teaching.
● I understand that there is a risk in changing subjects and that I will need sustained effort and focus.

Signed: Date: 9 Jan���� 2023

Parent Or Carer Declaration:
● I understand that my child is responsible for catching up their learning without additional staff input.
● I have reviewed their plan to catch up with their learning and I am confident that it is manageable.

Signed:
Date: 9 Jan���� 2023



Request For Curriculum Change: Dropped A Level

Name Tutor Group

Dropped A Level Subject:

Remaining Subjects:

Reason for
change (suggested
length: 100 words)

Checklist: I confirm that:

I have spoken to my teachers in the subject I wish to drop and considered their advice

I have spoken to my family and support network and considered their advice.

I have considered my future progression routes, taking advice from my form tutor or the
specialist Sixth Form team. I understand that my change of options may have implications on
what routes are open to me in the future.

Student Declaration:
● I understand that it is not possible for me to easily restart my course if I were to change my

mind.
● I understand the implications of my change of subjects on what routes are open to me in the

future.

Signed: Date:

Parent Or Carer Declaration:
● I have discussed my child’s decision with them and I am confident they have reached the right

decision for them.

Signed: Date:


